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Abstract—Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH)
is a new and promising streaming protocol, based on the
Media Presentation Description (MPD) specification. With the
increasing demand for Internet video streaming, methods for
profiting from video services are gaining increased interest. In
this paper, we propose a novel algorithm for server side video
ad insertion over the DASH standard. The proposed method is
compatible with DASH and does not require any modifications
at the client side, such as dedicated players, or any modification
in the MPD definitions. Furthermore, the algorithm enables the
client to always receive the advertisements regardless of his
player software. Our novel approach considers the MPD URLs as
encrypted URLs for pointer mapping. This will allow for deciding
in real time whether a specific URL will point to an ad or to the
original video stream segment. Therefore, the solution enables us
to consider VOD ad insertion as similar to live ad insertion. In
a comparison between the DASH video streaming server with
ad insertion, as define in the standard, and our ad insertion
solution, the results showed that our solution provide a dynamic
ad insertion system while only slightly increasing the CPU load.
As far as we know, this is the first DASH server side ad insertion
solution for the ISO Base Media File Format (MPEG-4 part 12)
container.

Index Terms—Multimedia Streaming, Dynamic Adaptive
Streaming over HTTP, Ad insertion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Video streaming is now responsible for the majority of
Internet traffic, and is expected to keep growing over the next
years. This growth is expected to be even more substantial
due to increasing content consumption in mobile networks.
According to a recent study, the mobile video market share is
expected to generate over 70 percent of mobile data traffic by
2016.

Until recently, the Progressive Download method (PD) was
the dominant video streaming solution over HTTP. However,
PD fails to adapt to changing network conditions; there-
fore, new adaptive methods for streaming video over HTTP
were suggested [1], [2], [3], most notably, Adaptive HTTP
streaming (AHS). AHS is a Multi-Bit-Rate (MBR) streaming
method that is designed to improve the viewer’s experience

by enabling delivery of video with different bit rates and res-
olutions that best suit the network conditions. Each stream is
divided into small segments and each segment can be encoded
into different representation layers that differ in resolution
and quality. The variety of bits available for downloading at
different rates is the reason this protocol is considered MBR
streaming.

In general, a user who wants to watch a video stream,
first downloads the media file (manifest/MPD), which includes
the video quality profiles and several parameters such as
bandwidth, encoding, and resolution. Then, based on the
adaptive logic [4], the user requests a profile using HTTP
request. Several proprietary solutions exist such as: HTTP Live
Streaming (HLS) [1], Microsoft Smooth Streaming (MSS) [2],
and Adobe HTTP Dynamic Streaming [3]; however, each of
them has its own media file format that needs a dedicated
plugin in order to watch the stream. Recently, Dynamic
Adaptive Streaming over HTTP (DASH) [4], [5], [6], [7] has
been gaining recognition in the industry after evolving as a
standard.

Profiting from streaming services is important to the indus-
try and the continuity of free content services on the web.
Surveys have shown that 63% of marketers project that the
dollars allocated to online ads will grow in 2013, and one in
five believes the increase will exceed 20% [8]. The money
spent on video ads rose 18% during the first half of 2013
compared to the previous year, topping 1 billion for the first
time [9]. Finally, YouTube [10], a leader in video streaming
content distribution, has recognized DASH’s advantages and
adopted this technology. Therefore, there is no doubt that video
ad techniques over adaptive streaming is on the rise as more
advertisers and agencies begin to understand and anticipate the
opportunities.

Three methods exist for ad insertion over adaptive stream-
ing: server [11], [12], [13], client [14], [15], [16], and hybrid
[17], which combines the client and server methods. Today’s
leading ad insertion method for video streaming ad insertion
is client-based [14] and is used extensively in PD. The ad
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insertion in the DASH standard [4] is based on the MPD,
where ad segments for VOD can be composed of either a
single static ad URL or remote segments by using XLink [4].
XLink for just-in-time MPD assembly, is a very convenient
way of implementing ad insertion, however, XLink support is
not required for most DASH profiles and requires an XLink
resolver in the network.

Therefore, in this paper we introduce a novel approach for
a server-side DASH ad insertion that can overcome problems
such as eliminate the ad-insertion dependency in the client
player and will treat the MPD URLs as pointers to the
segment’s location in the server.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes the related works. Section III discusses our proposed
server side ad insertion algorithm. Section IV compares our
algorithm to the DASH server with ad insertion as defined
in the standard, where section V discusses future work and
conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

We begin by reviewing the related works for the three
ad insertion methods mentioned earlier: client, server, and
hybrid. In the client-based method [14], [15], [16], the client
downloads not only the video stream but a special client player
software too. The special application enables the media content
owners and distributors to profit from their streaming services
by inserting ads (video ads, banners, etc.) into the video
content. Moreover, they can measure the client’s watching
preferences, offer customized ads [18], and collect statistics.
The player software allows richer, more robust viewing ex-
periences on desktops and mobile devices. However, servers
that now depend on client side ad insertion solutions have
problems in verifying that the ads have been received by
the client, since private players (not a dedicated player) and
plugins by the user can bypass the ads. We define this problem
as the video streaming free-riders problem. 1

Mughal [15] suggested a client side ad insertion solution
for P2P content distribution by locally stitching in the relevant
ads. In this method, the client player maintains an ad insertion
window, and when it is time for the ads, the content is turned
off and the ads are played. This method of isolation of the
ad segment forces the user to use special client software
capable of such functionality (more information can be found
in [15] Figure 4.6). Kaiser et al. [16] suggested adding to
the original MPD a link to another MPD that contains the
ads. The second MPD is generated on demand by a dedicated
server and contains targeted ads for the specific location.

Server side solutions usually can be found in live video
streaming events combined with signaling protocol SCTE-35
[20]. Slam et al. [11] proposed a proxy server side ad insertion
system with dynamic ad splicing. Their solution allows splic-
ing the ads inside specific locations in the original stream over
MPEG-2 Transport Stream (TS). However, this method has not

1Note that the notation of free-riders is from the P2P network [19], however,
this was not previously defined in terms of adaptive streaming.

yet been tested on adaptive streaming protocols. Lohmar et al.
[12] reviewed efforts to standardize solutions for DASH with
an emphasis on live streaming. They described two theoretical
server side approaches for ad insertion: embedding the ads
transparently into the stream and adding the ads as a new
period into the MPD. However, the second method of adding
an ads period into the MPD is easy to recognize and disable
by a sophisticated client.

SeaWell [13] suggested server side ad insertion with Dy-
namic Manifest Manipulation (DMM). This approach creates
a unique manifest per content, device, or session, in real-time.
The manifest creation is generally done at the network edge.
However, DMM supports only MPEG-2 TS; furthermore, they
discuss the ISO Base Media File Format (BMFF) [21](MPEG-
4 part 12) container discontinuities problem. A discontinuity
problem in MPEG-4 occurs when combining two or more
streams without synchronizing the container time-line for each
segment. They conclude that in order to support an MPEG-4
container, each fragment needs to be manipulated in order to
keep the synchronization.

Another server side solution is Video-in-Video (ViV) [22]
which could be a very desirable feature for various future
applications. Grois et al. [22] developed and implemented an
efficient method and system for fast real-time ViV insertion.
Their method enabled efficient insertion of a video sequence
into a predefined location within a pre-encoded video stream
for providing various TV content. However, the solution
required modification of the conventional H.264/AVC video
encoder and ViV Constrained Format inserter.

Hybrid ad insertion such as [17], suggests an end-to-end
closed system where the client and the server understand
the same protocol. This approach has the advantages of both
methods, with the server and client sides working together.
However, the proposed solution increases the system com-
plexity and bounds both the end user and content providers
to use the same client and server proprietary solutions. The
distribution network needs special and dedicated resources to
support the protocol’s special distribution needs and limits the
technology to a specific market of clients.

In conclusion, client-side solutions [15], [16] dominate the
market but have several drawbacks that should be taken into
consideration: a) In PD streaming ad insertion is enabled by
a specially designed application player for each streaming site
that has access to the system infrastructure and this creates
a huge security concern [23]. b) The growing popularity of
ad override software [24] allows one to skip the ads and still
enjoy the media content. With the use of a standard player
[15], [16], these users, also known as free-riders, can view the
content without viewing any ads, which decreases the content
provider’s profitability, for example using a VLC player to
watch YouTube video streams [25]; c) The need to support
multi-platform ad insertion dictates that for each operating
system (Windows, Linux, Android, etc.) a different dedicated
application is needed. d) The DASH standard [4] defines ad
insertion embedded in the MPD file, however, smart player
software can detect the inserted ad in the MPD and remove it.
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Regarding server side ad insertion solutions, none of the
above suggested a method for DASH with MPEG-4. Other
solutions focused on the MPEG-2 TS container; however, the
MPEG-4 container in mobile networks has a larger video
streaming download market share [26].

III. SERVER SIDE AD INSERTION

In this section we propose a new approach for server side
ad insertion based on encrypted URL pointers and MPEG-4
container meta-data modifications [21]. Algorithm 1 illustrates
our proposed server method ad insertion solution. The solution
is built in two main phases: new stream handling (lines 3-
8) and on-going stream handling (lines 9-24). In the first
phase when a new stream is requested from the server, the
server responds by creating a new standard MPD. The MPD
is composed of pointer URLs instead of the simple URLs
that indicate the locations of the segments. The URL pointer
extends the static location of the file to a dynamic one. This
gives us the ability to change the location reference to an
ad, as will be further discussed in section III-A. Furthermore,
the URLs are encrypted based on the user’s details and this
enables hiding the real location of the video segments. The
new MPD includes NULL segments that will be used for
segment insertion as will be explained in section III-B. At
the end of the MPD creation process, the customized standard
MPD will be sent to the user. The MPD received by the user
is a set of links where the user can not realize which of them
are movie segments and which are ad segments. Therefore,
the user can not erase from the MPD the ad links and it is
difficult to skip the ads since the number of ads and their
location is not specifically mentioned in our DASH standard
MPD beforehand and can change dynamically.

In the second phase, the server handles ongoing requests.
This phase is divided into three sub-steps: insertion of new ads
(lines: 12-15), actions before the ad insertion (lines: 17-18),
and actions after the ad insertion (lines: 20-21). If the server
is instructed to insert an ad from this point on, the original
Track Fragment Decode Time (TFDT) values will have to
be changed for every segment, since the synchronization of
the future segment is modified by the added duration of the
inserted ad segments.

To conclude, our algorithm does not change the DASH
standard, does not depend on client side implementation and
is unlike the DASH standard where the ads are included
as pre-processing and are chosen before sending the MPD
(or by using remote periods with XLink dedicated server).
In our solution we build NULL segments which allow us
to dynamically decide which ads to send to a user. In the
following sections we describe the main techniques of our
algorithm with more details: Section III-A describes how to
manipulate the URL pointers, Section III-B explains how to
use the NULL segments for dynamic ads while Section III-C
discusses in more detail about TFDT synchronization process
that solve the [21] (MPEG-4 part 12) container discontinuity
problem [13].

Algorithm 1 Server Side Algorithm.
1: while true do
2: wait for client requests
3: if new video stream request then
4: generate MPD
5: add NULL segments to the MPD
6: change MPD URL’s to URL pointers
7: send the new MPD to the client
8: end if
9: if on going stream request then

10: parse user encrypted pointer request
11: if current request should be ads then
12: point requested URL to the ads
13: modify TFDT counter value
14: update requested segment TFDT value
15: send the requested video segment
16: else
17: if until now there wasn’t any ads then
18: send the requested video segment
19: else
20: modify TFDT value
21: send the requested video segment
22: end if
23: end if
24: end if
25: end while

A. URL Pointering Manipulations

Unlike regular MPDs, where the HTTP segment links
generated by the server are unique and mapped to a specific
MPD segment request, our solution links can be dynamically
changed, similar to live video ad insertion. In order to create
this mapping without breaking the DASH standard, a crypto-
graphic hash function is used to replace the exposed explicit
file name location (encrypting the link for a segment of video
or ad). Because each link is unique, when an HTTP GET
request would be received on the server side, the server would
map it dynamically to the selected segment content, which can
be an ad or the next expected movie segment. The Secure Hash
Algorithm (SHA) that we use is SHA1 [27]. Eq. 1 presents
how we calculate the unique key:

Key = SHA1(V alue), V alue = username+moviename

+random(64bit)
(1)

2 The HASH value is composed of three components: user-
name, moviename and a 64-bit random number. The username
is taken from the user login name and moviename is the movie
title.

Fig. 1 is an example of an MPD generated by our ad
insertion server. In this case, the key is generated by the server

2Stronger hash functions with a larger range of random parameters can be
used in order to achieve greater security.
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and inserted into the MPD instead of the existing URL (we
used the GPAC [28] MP4Box to create the MPD). For each
segment request, the client transparently uses this key as part
of the HTTP request. When the server receives this request, it
compares the key against the data base and extracts the user
information. Before the server replies with the segments, it
creates a temporal copy and updates its TFDT value.

Fig. 1: Part of a MPD file for a single period with a unique
link identifier.

B. NULL Segment Insertion

In order to insert ads without breaking the DASH MPD
standard, we need to increase the number of possible segments
in the MPD template that can be downloaded. The MPD
defines a constant number of segments, however if we plan
to insert ads, we have to create extra segments in the MPD
file (extra URL links) that the user can download in the
regular manner. We define those segments as NULL segments.
The number of NULL segments is the maximum number of
segments we want to support for the specific stream. If, for any
reason, we decide to insert fewer ads after the beginning of the
download, we do not have to use all of those NULL segments.
When the client finishes downloading all the original video
segments and ads, we will close the session from the server.
The number of segments is defined by the MPD template
Number parameter. Therefore the extra size of the added
quantity of NULL segments is negligible. In Fig. 2 we present
a simple example of a content divided into three segments and
a file mapping containing 5 slots. Two slots are empty and will
be used for real time dynamic ad insertion.

C. TFDT Synchronization

An MPEG-4 [21] container is formed by a series of
structures that are called atoms/boxes. An atom is a basic
data unit that contains a header and data fields. The header
contains referencing meta-data that describes how to find,
process, and access the contents of the data fields. The data
fields can include video frames, audio samples, and meta-data
that describe the content such as frame rate, duration, and
resolution. Our solution is based on TFDT synchronization
which enables the addition of a new non-related video segment
to the original video stream.

The TFDT atom/box is the temporal offset of the segment
relative to the beginning of the overall video stream. TFDT
provides the ability to randomly access a file, synchronize
between different segments, and assure continuity between
neighboring segments. Fig. 3 (1) is an example of the original
video stream with x segments that construct a media file. Then,
the server is instructed to insert an ad; see Fig. 3 (2). This
is an example of inserting an ad after the first segment of

Fig. 2: Dynamic file mapping of segments.

the original stream. In this case, we need to modify the new
(ads) segment’s TFDT value and modify all the other segments
of the stream until the end of downloading the entire movie.
Let TFDTx be the TFDT value of the segment x atom. The
TFDT values are continuous and construct a strictly increasing
function. In order to update any segment’s TFDT value we
have to calculate the previous segment’s TFDT value; this is
illustrated in Eq. 2, where the LengthTFDTx is the TFDT
length of segment x.

Fig. 3: Segment synchronization example. (1) Segments con-
structing a media file. (2) Combining the ads segment and the
media segments into the video stream.

TFDT1 = 0

LengthTFDT1
= TFDT2 − TFDT1

LengthTFDTx−1
= TFDTx − TFDTx−1

TFDT2 = LengthTFDT1

TFDTx =

y=x−1∑
y=1

LengthTFDT(y)

(2)
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TFDTAD =

y=AD−1∑
y=1

LengthTFDT(y)
(3)

After we obtain the length value of the last served segment,
we can update the TFDT of our new inserted segment. Then,
as seen in Fig. 3 step (2), the TFDT length of the ad segment
is calculated using Eq. 3 and is equal to TFDTAD =
LengthTFDT1 in that example. Our insertion algorithm is very
simple and suitable for real-time since reading and updating
the TFDT values before sending the segment to the user is a
very simple task and can be done quickly, as will be explained
in section IV.

IV. SIMULATION

A. Environment

In the following test, we compared two server implementa-
tions: the standard ad insertion DASH [4] versus our proposed
ad insertion solution. In both cases a standard DASH server
was used. Note that the standard DASH solution is client based
while our solution is server based. We tested three scenarios,
each scenario was different in the number of simultaneous
users: 1, 5, 10. In each scenario, the users saw the Big Buck
Bunny video stream [29] and two Ben-Gurion University
(BGU) commercials inserted into to the streams. We conducted
our tests several times for each scenario and the results are
shown as averages of the three tests.

The server proto-type implementation is based on the
Django open source web application framework. We used
GPAC [28] to create MPD and video segments, each with
a duration of 10 seconds. We used a standard Intel I5 with
8 GB RAM running the Windows 7 operating system. Our
server implementation runs over a Virtual Machine (VM) with
the Ubuntu 12.04 operating system with 2 GB RAM and two
dedicated cores. The server was running two threads, one for
CPU and RAM profiling and the other for running our (or
standard) server solution.

Figure 4 illustrates the settings based on GPAC multi-
platform real clients: two Samsung Galaxy Tab-2 (Android)
clients, two Samsung S-3 (Android) clients, two Windows 7
clients, one laptop with Linux Ubuntu 12.04 laptop client,
two Apple IPAD-2 clients, and one computer with a DASH-
IF reference browser client [30] version 1.0.0. The server
was connected to a PC running DummyNet[31] as a network
emulator and a wireless router that connected the users. The
network conditions are based on the experiments conducted
by Dubin et al. [32]. Note that the bandwidth limitation was
adjusted to the number of users in each test scenario. Our
ad insertion server replay with and ad from the same quality
representation as the requested video segment.

Because our server needed to first call the GPAC to create
the MPD, which is a file that the server needs to read, we
started our profiler count only after the MDP file was created.
We did this in order to measure the performance differences,
since in a real system there is no need to read the files since the
MPD (XML) creator is done by the server itself. The profiler

thread takes the sample result and reduces the average server
steady state load. This is done in order to supply more general
test results, since our server resources are limited compared
to a real server and our goal is to show the difference in the
resources consumption.

Fig. 4: Testing environment.

B. Results
Fig. 5 illustrates a performance comparison, in terms of

CPU and memory, between the standard DASH ad insertion
(”Static”) versus our proposed solution (”Dynamic”). In order
to have a deep understanding of the results, we not only
take the average values of the CPU load, but also look at
the peak (maximum) load and the minimum load. From the
results which were conducted with users, we can see that even
in the worst case (maximum Dymanic value compare to the
minimum Static value) the different is only 12% of CPU load
where in the other cases the different is less than 6%. From
this, we can conclude that our solution gives the ability to add
dynamic ads with only a slight added overhead of CPU. Note
that, from the results, we can also conclude that in the case
of a large scale scenario, the difference in the CPU load will
not change dramatically.

In our tests, we also compared the memory performance
between the servers. We found that the change in memory
performance was found to be negligible and the difference was
found to be less than 1% when running 10 users. Since the
memory consumption difference in that test was very small, we
propose Eq. 4 for large scale simulation memory consumption.
Where n is the number of users and St(i) is the total number
of segments that will be sent to a user. The hash table size
is represented by te and depends on the implementation and
the size of the key. Our hash table entry is constructed from
a key (64 Byte) and a value (64 Byte). For each user stream,
we have LTFDT as the user’s previous segment TFDT length
as calculated in Eq. 2 and the index counter Ci of the last
requested segment. The CH value represents the number of
video channels (and audio) that need to be synchronized. By
analyzing the performances we can observe that the average
CPU load is a little more than doubled; however, this is only
because we are working with a single thread and not dividing
the load better in the server.

memory usage =

n∑
i=0

(te ∗ St(i) + LTFDT ∗ CH + Ci) (4)
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Fig. 5: Comparison our soluion (”Dynamic”) Vs the standard
ad insertion DASH solution (”Static”).

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents a novel server method algorithm for
ad insertion over DASH which support dynamic ad insertion,
based on URL pointers with video interactive playing control.
Our server based solution is the first to deal with and solve the
free-riders problem. The proposed solution enables extending
the fixed hard coded static behavior of the DASH MPD
and adds flexibility for the content provider/distributor. Our
method allows for dynamically changing the ads, as opposed
to a pre-processing stage which makes the ad insertion static,
without breaking the principles of the DASH protocol. The
platform enables treating VOD ad insertion as ”near” real
time live ad insertion (the delay is due to the quantity of
buffered segments). This means that the algorithm can be
easily extended to live streaming with SCTE-35.

Our solution is different from the other ad insertion so-
lutions, since it focuses on the MPEG-4 container, which
has different limitations and inserting ads requires container
synchronization (TFDT) which is not needed in MPEG-2 TS.
Our algorithm enables the assurance that the client will always
receive the inserted ads, where the user can still skip the ads
if he desires but only after the client has started to see them.
The case where it is necessary to assure that the ads will be
viewed can be accommodated by the algorithm, however, it
will limit the download progress to one segment at a time.
In other words, while a segment is being played, only the
next segment will be downloaded in the background which
can effect the QoE (buffer size equal one). Otherwise, a user
can skip the ads easily.
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